
Have To

Name: Date: __/__/20__

It is true they ______________________, but I think it would be more
humane to make them work in the open air than to confine them so closely,
and then deprive them of every source of pleasure.

1.

(not/toil)

do not have to toil

____________________________ a match to make it burn?2.
(why/you/strike/?)

Why do you have to strike

Now for the part the gun ______________.3. (past/play)had to play

The new gland is also exceptional in that it
_____________________________ near or at the location of the proper
human gland.

4.

(passive/not/place)
does not have to be placed

We have certainly advanced in the cure of this evil, for our working-men
may now be regarded as on the whole a steady sober class, especially in
America, where intemperance _________________________ with.

5.

(passive/not/reckon)
has not to be reckoned

The Americans are apt to boast that they __________________ for civility,
as we do in England, by facing waiters, coachmen, etcetera.
6.

(not/pay)
have not to pay

__________________________ that up?7. (why/I/past/bring/?)Why did I have to bring

And ___________________________ for it besides flabby muscles,
sagging skin, a wrinkled face, and gray hair?
8.

(what/he/past/show/?)
what did he have to show

He _________________________ for work.9. (past/go out/and/seek)had to go out and seek

I will hear what she _____________.10. (say)has to say

But I ___________________ the paper.11. (consider)have to consider

You don't, to be sure, rub elbows with your neighbors as you do ashore;
but on the other hand you ____________________________ their racket.
12.

(not/put up with)
don't have to put up with

________________________________________ before you could attain
the dignity he has gained?
13.

(how many years/you/would/pass/?)
How many years would you have to pass
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_________________________ an awful lot to be a space-flyer?14.
(you/not/know/?)

Don't you have to know

He _______________________ twice before I was on my way up that
steeple carrying an inch auger, a fifty-foot fuse, and a stick of dynamite-I'd
had them ready for hours.

15.

(past/not/speak)

didn't have to speak

Explorers ______________________ all the answers, or even theories.16.
(past/not/have)

didn't have to have

Unhindered, I am not over on an average of one-half hour in setting any
ordinary pivot, especially if I ________________________ my work.
17.

(not/cement)
do not have to cement

Clay was somewhat used to the remembering of things which Ross had
not remembered; rarely a day passed that he _____________________
something of this kind.

18.

(past/not/do)
did not have to do

We ___________________ into rooms.19. (shall/go)shall have to go

But if gunpowder ________________________ anything of much
importance out of its way to expand, there is no explosion.
20.

(not/push)
does not have to push
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